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ABSTRACT
Process Behavior Charts and Celeration Charts provide effective ways to visualize the clinical status of a patient with
prostate cancer and to evaluate the effectiveness of treatments. Process Behavior Charts allow a definitive answer to
the question of whether a change has occurred in spite of the
variability of the PSA values, and when changes are occurring
the Celeration Chart provides an easy estimate of the rate of
growth. Both of these graphic techniques help in the overall
understanding of the status of a patient at risk for prostate
cancer by placing current PSA values in the context of the history of that patient.
KEYWORDS: PSA test results, Testosterone levels, Process Behavior Charts and Celeration Charts, Prostate Cancer, Single
Subject Studies

INTRODUCTION
Precision medicine and personalized oncology have emerged
as patient-centered approaches to care that address the question of which treatment is the best alternative for a particular
patient with prostate cancer. Such single-subject studies have
a different objective than classical clinical research studies,
and they require a different type of analysis. Rather than trying to determine if, on the average, a treatment is effective for
a whole class of subjects, a single-subject study seeks to determine what works for a particular patient at various points
in time. This emphasis upon the progress over time requires
that we consider the temporal order of the data when evaluating the effects of various treatments. This paper combines
two standard graphic presentation techniques to answer the
two key questions in the treatment of prostate cancer. We
use a Process Behavior Chart to answer the question: “Has a
change occurred?” And when changes are detected, we use a
Celeration Chart to answer the question: “What is the rate of
change?”
Background
The Process Behavior Chart (aka a control chart) is a proven
data analysis technique that works by providing feedback that

allows the user to separate signals of a change from the routine background variation of the system being studied. By filtering out the routine variation which is inherent in the data, a
Process Behavior Chart allows the user to detect unintentional
changes when they occur and to evaluate the effectiveness of
deliberate changes in therapies.
When Dr. Walter Shewhart created the Process Behavior Chart
he noted that it had an “intriguing generality” [1]. Wheeler exploited this generality to extend Shewhart’s work to managerial applications [2]. Pfadt and Wheeler illustrated how Process
Behavior Charts can be applied to make data-based clinical
decisions that improve outcomes in healthcare settings [3, 4,
5]. Boggs and Wheeler, et. al., showed how process behavior
charts could be used to improve the outcomes in the longterm treatment of asthma [6, 7, 8]. Diaz and Neuhauser [9]
re-analyzed two archival data sets and came to the provocative conclusion that Process Behavior Charts are sometimes
superior to the use of randomized clinical trials to detect specific treatment effects.
In 2007 Tennant, Mohammed, Coleman, and Martin [10] conducted a systematic literature review that identified 74 relevant abstracts describing the use of process behavior charts in
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clinical settings. Seven of these studies met their inclusion criteria of monitoring variation in clinically relevant variables at
the level of an individual patient. They concluded that: “Control charts appear to have a promising but under-researched
role in monitoring clinical variables in individual patients.”
Thus, the use of a Process Behavior Chart in a single subject
study is an established technique with a proven track record.
When the Process Behavior Chart shows evidence of a change,
or when clinical evidence of cancer exists, we can then turn
to a technique known as “Celeration Charting” developed by
Dr. Ogden Lindsley and his colleagues to characterize the
rate of change [11, 12]. We will illustrate how both of these
techniques can be used in tandem, thereby facilitating a finer-grained analysis of clinical data than is provided by either
approach used separately.
The Guidelines for Interpreting PSA Results
The general consensus is that elevated PSA levels per se
cannot be used to diagnose the presence of cancer. However, once a patient’s prostate cancer begins to grow actively,
changes in its rate of PSA production can serve as a fairly reliable surrogate measure indicating how rapidly the cancer is
spreading [13. 14, 15]. This is determined by calculating the
time needed for the PSA level to double, a value known as the
PSA doubling time (PSA-DT). While the authors above consider PSA-DT to be a reliable measure of disease progression, the
multiplicity of computational methods often leads to appreciable differences in the end result [16]. The method proposed
here avoids both the confusion of the various computational
algorithms and the question of how many data to use. It lets
the patient or physician listen to the voice of the process and
use as many data as appear to be appropriate at each critical
juncture during the patient’s treatment. In other words, we
let the “PSA kinetics” associated with each person’s prostate
cancer provide an indicator of the tumor’s activity at various
points in time.
The American Urology Association has issued guidelines for
using PSA test results for the pretreatment staging and the
post treatment management of prostate cancer [17]. Some of
these guidelines are illustrated in Figure 1. Yet these guidelines
do not answer the question of interest that occurs every time
a new PSA value is obtained. That question is “Has a change
occurred? To answer that question we have to learn how to
use a Process Behavior Chart.

Figure 1 Guidelines for Interpreting PSA Test Results

Process Behavior Charts
PSA values, like all measurements in this world, are subject
to the effects of variation. Shewhart’s great insight was that
this variation comes in two flavors. There is the routine, run-ofthe-mill variation that is always present in every data stream,
and then there is the exceptional variation that only shows
up when the underlying process has changed in some fundamental manner. And to separate the routine variation from the
exceptional variation, Dr. Shewhart created the Process Behavior Chart.
The simplest type of Process Behavior Chart is a chart for individual values, also known as an X-chart, or an I-chart. A Process
Behavior Chart is a sequential procedure that uses a baseline
period to define the voice of the process, and then compares
each future value against that baseline. As long as the future
values fall within the baseline limits we consider the process to
be operating in the same way as it operated during the baseline period. Whenever a future value falls outside the baseline
limits it is interpreted as a signal that a change has occurred in
the underlying process. The point of computing the baseline
limits is to use them in evaluating future values.
In the absence of a reasonable, data-based filter to separate
the routine variation from the potential signals of a change,
two mistakes of interpretation are possible. The first mistake is
to get a false alarm (by interpreting the routine variation of an
unchanging process as if it amounted to a signal of a change).
The second mistake is to miss a real signal (by thinking that
the variation of a changing process is nothing but routine vari-
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ation). The Process Behavior Chart strikes a balance between
these two mistakes by filtering out virtually all of the routine
variation so that any points outside the limits are almost certainly signals of a process change [18].
Finding a Signal Among the Noise
To illustrate a Process Behavior Chart we begin with the data
from a 28-day experiment. These data were published by
a prostate cancer patient (TH) on the web site “You Are Not
Alone” (YANA). They are often cited as an example of how
much variation is present in PSA values even when all reasonable attempts have been taken to control extraneous variables. In order to minimize day-to-day variability, blood samples were taken at the same time each day and were analyzed
by the same lab. TH adhered to the same diet and followed
the same exercise routines throughout this 28-day period. A
more detailed description of TH’s experiment may be found
by entering the descriptor “28-day experiment” on the YANA
web site.
In this example, where we have an abundance of data obtained within a short period of time, we use a baseline of 14
points to define the voice of the process. We compute the
Average for the first 14 PSA values and get 4.93 ng/ml. Next
we find the 13 differences between these 14 successive values
and compute their average to get 0.18 ng/ml. This average of
the successive differences is known as the Average Moving
Range. The Average Moving Range of 0.18 ng/ml is multiplied
by the scaling factor of 2.66 to get 0.47 ng/ml as the “three-sigma” distance. The upper natural process limit is found by adding this three-sigma distance to the Average of 4.93 ng/ml
to get 5.40 ng/ml. The lower natural process limit is found by
subtracting the three-sigma distance from the Average to get
4.46 ng/ml. Thus we get the Process Behavior Chart in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Baseline for the 28 Day Experiment

This baseline chart tells us that TH’s routine variation should
result in PSA values between 4.5 ng/ml and 5.4 ng/ml. Yet over
the course of the next two weeks TH’s PSA values ranged from
4.6 ng/ml to 6.0 ng/ml.

Figure 3 Weeks Three and Four of the 28 Day Experiment

In Figure 3 we find Days 18, 19, 20, 25, and 27 at or above the
upper limit. These days are different from the baseline period
and taken together they represent a shift that could have begun as early as Day 16. The average for Days 16 through 28 is
5.28 ng/ml. While this shift of 0.35 ng/ml may not call for any
change in treatment, we know that TH’s PSA level increased
during this 28 day experiment.
So while these 28 data have been interpreted as representing
a stable period where all of the variation in the PSA readings is
due to measurement error, we find a different story when we
use a Process Behavior Chart. The chart does not tell us what
happened, but it does identify the third and fourth weeks as
being detectably different from weeks one and two. Therefore, interpreting all of the variation in these 28 test results
as being due to routine variation is an example of missing a
signal, which is the second of the two possible mistakes of
interpretation. This has important implications for men with
non-aggressive forms of prostate cancer who have decided to
delay treatment until there is clear evidence that their PSA is
progressing.
A Single Subject Study
In this and the following sections we describe the work of the
senior author in collaboration with his treatment team. In practice PSA values are often obtained on an annual or semi-annual basis. As a result we may end up creating baselines with
as few as three or four values. In AP’s case we begin with the
three values shown in Figure 4. These values were obtained as
part of routine physical examinations and were all analyzed
by the same lab. The Average PSA value is 3.00 ng/ml, and the
Average Moving Range is 0.17 ng/ml. When we multiply the
average moving range by the scaling factor of 2.66 we get a
three-sigma distance of 0.45 ng/ml. Adding and subtracting
this value to the average of 3.00 gives the baseline limits of
2.55 ng/ml to 3.45 ng/ml shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Baseline for AP’s Process Behavior Chart
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The limits found in Figure 4 characterize the PSA values for AP
in 2011 and 2012. Now the question is whether future values
are consistent with this baseline. On Jan. 14, 2013 AP’s next
PSA test result was 3.75 ng/ml. We add it to the Process Behavior Chart in Figure 5. Since this value falls above the upper limit
of 3.45, we can interpret this value as a signal that a change
has occurred. This test result for AP is elevated relative to his
personal baseline. Why the change occurred may not be clear,
but the fact that this most recent value is elevated relative to
AP’s baseline of 2011 and 2012 is evidence that justifies further investigation. Rather than treating the 3.75 value as merely routine variation, Figure 5 shows that it is a potential signal
and deserves to be treated as such.

2019; 2(2): 10

The first 4 data points in Figure 6 are taken from Figure 5. On
May 9, 2014, AP had a PSA test value of 8.08. On June 2 a repeat test gave a PSA value of 9.98. Not only do these two values confirm the value of 3.75 as a signal of increasing PSA, but
they also give us a way to estimate the doubling time for the
PSA values. Connecting the value of 3.75 with the mid-point
of the line connecting 8.08 and 9.98 values we get a celeration
line as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 AP’s Celeration Chart through June 2014
Figure 5 AP’s Process Behavior Chart in 2013

However, since the test result of 3.75 ng/ml was below the
guideline value of 4 ng/ml (see Figure 1), another PSA test was
not done until almost 18 months later. By then, although AP
was not symptomatic at that time, clinical signs of cancer were
present as per the results of a digital rectal examination and
imaging studies.
The Celeration Chart
When a change has been detected in PSA levels the question
of interest changes from “Has a change occurred?” to “How fast
are the PSA values changing?” To answer this new question
it is useful to plot the PSA values on a Celeration Chart. This
chart differs from a Process Behavior Chart in two ways. While
the vertical scale of a Process Behavior Chart may be either
linear or logarithmic, the vertical scale of a Celeration Chart is
always logarithmic. By using a logarithmic scale we turn exponential growth curves into straight lines, which are easier to
draw and use. The second difference is in the horizontal scale.
While the Process Behavior Chart only cares about the time
order sequence for the PSA values, a Celeration Chart places
the specific dates of each PSA test on the horizontal time scale
in order to provide the basis for calculating the rate of change
(the doubling time).

We estimate the PSA doubling time from the celeration line
as follows: Pick any PSA value (such as the value of 6.0 shown)
and its double (12.0) and find the dates associated with these
two values using the celeration line (October 2014 and November 2015). The time difference between these two dates
will be an estimate of the doubling time. (Here we estimate a
13-month doubling time.) Thus, when a change is occurring,
the Celeration Chart provides an easy way both to visualize
the change and to estimate doubling times. In the following
section we will illustrate the role of a Celeration Chart in a prospective, single-subject clinical trial.
PSA doubling time estimates are typically based on three or
four values. Given the variability in PSA values, these estimates
of doubling times will always be inherently uncertain. While
some find this uncertainty troubling, it will always be present.
This is true regardless of whether the estimates come from
some computerized algorithm or from a line eyeballed on a
graph. At least with the Celeration Chart you can see if the celeration line provides a reasonable fit to the data. The utility of
PSA doubling times is great enough that their uncertainties
are not an obstacle in practice. Tisman [15] attempted to compute specific growth rates as an alternative to doubling times,
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but these rates show even more inherent uncertainty than do
the doubling times.
Conducting a Prospective Clinical Trial
With a doubling time of approximately 13 months, and given
the other clinical indicators, it was decided that AP was a candidate for the definitive treatment for prostate cancer, a Prostatectomy. This surgery took place in August of 2014. Since PSA
is also produced in small amounts by other glands in the body
[19], a prostatectomy is not expected to completely eliminate
PSA in the blood. At six weeks and three months post- surgery
AP had PSA levels of 0.58 ng/ml and 0.88 ng/ml. The surgeon
considered these levels to be inconclusive evidence as to the
success of the surgery. He cautioned that it would require a
third PSA test to determine if the results represented an exponential growth pattern characteristic of the spread of prostate cancer. Six months after the surgery AP had a PSA level of
1.46 ng/ml. As may be seen on the Celeration Chart in Figure
7, AP’s post-surgery PSA levels show a doubling time of about
3.5 months.

2019; 2(2): 10

els continued to increase, with a doubling time of about three
months. While the radiation treatment delayed the progression of PSA levels by about 3.5 months, the prostate cancer
was actively growing at the end of 2015.
Following the failure of surgery and radiation to stop the
progression of prostate cancer, the typically recommended
treatment is Androgen Deprivation Therapy (ADT) [20]. ADT
is based on the finding that, except for rare cases, the prostate cancer that survives surgery and radiation treatments is
dependent upon androgens [mainly in the form of testosterone] for its ability to grow and proliferate. ADT works by either
suppressing the level of testosterone in the blood or by interfering with the activity of the androgen receptors in prostate
cancer cells to make use of any testosterone that is available.
Since testosterone serves many vital biological functions the
suppression approach is associated with many negative side
effects.
In an effort to avoid, or at least delay the use of ADT, AP chose
to begin a trial with medical marijuana in January of 2016. The
protocol is described in AP’s page at the YANA web site. The
success of this medical marijuana trial may be seen on the Celeration Chart in Figure 8. The four PSA test results obtained
during the first phase of the trial in January, February and
March 2016 show a plateau in PSA levels in the neighborhood
of 7 and 8. (This represents the first plateau in AP’s post-surgery PSA levels.)

Figure 7 Post Surgery and Post Radiation Celeration Chart

So, not only was the surgery not successful in reducing PSA to
the target zone of less than 0.02, but the increased doubling
time suggested an increase in tumor growth rate. Therefore,
for a six-week period between late April and early June 2015,
AP underwent a series of “salvage radiation” treatments.
AP’s July PSA value of 1.96 ng/ml was initially interpreted as
the result of irritation from the radiation. However, subsequent values suggest that it was due to the continued growth

Figure 8 The Celeration Chart thru 2017

of the prostate cancer. In the following months AP’s PSA lev-

involved changes in treatment to minimize the side effects of

The second phase of this trial in April through August of 2016
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the medical marijuana. In this phase there was some growth
in the PSA levels. Prior to the marijuana trial AP’s cancer had a
doubling time of 3 months. During the two phases of this trial
his PSA levels took about eight months to double from 7 to 14.
Following the medical marijuana trial the next five PSA tests
show a doubling time of about 2.5 months, which is similar
to the post-surgery and post-radiation doubling times. Overall, looking at the horizontal gap between the pre-marijuana
progression slope and the post-marijuana progression slope
in Figure 8, it would appear that the medical marijuana trial
shifted the progression of the PSA levels to the right by about
five months.
By January of 2017 AP’s PSA level had gone up to 52 and it was
time to consider some form of ADT. Casodex [Bicalutimide]
was chosen. This treatment blocks the cancer cells from taking
up testosterone, which inhibits the growth of the cancer. AP
started this treatment in February 2017 at the maximal dose of
150 mg per day. In two months his PSA reached a nadir under
4 ng/ml, which was the first time in 17 months it had been
this low. However, this effect showed signs of becoming less
effective, and AP found the side effects to be intolerable. So in
spite of the reversal in the progression of PSA values, Casodex
treatment was stopped at the end of April.
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point that the overriding concern was one of showing that any
treatment was working rather than trying to decipher which
treatment was working. Accordingly, AP and his team decided
to complete the Provenge protocol while continuing with the
Firmagon injections. Provenge treatment involves extracting
white blood cells from the patient’s immune system by a process called leukapheresis, and then injecting them back into
the patient’s blood stream after they have been treated with
a virus that educates his immune system to more effectively
target and destroy prostate cancer cells. This is accomplished
in three stages during a 6-week period.
Because Firmagon works through blocking testosterone, Figure 9 shows both the testosterone levels in ng/dl (using the
scale on the right) and the PSA levels in ng/ml (using the scale
on the left). The objective of androgen deprivation therapy
is to reduce PSA levels down below the cut-off for biochemical recurrence of 0.2 ng/ml. While the Firmagon injections
dropped the testosterone-levels down below 15 ng/dl as intended, the PSA values plateaued around 5 ng/ml. Thus, Firmagon was not having the desired effect upon the PSA levels.

Imaging studies did not detect any specific sites where AP’s
cancer had metastasized that could be targeted with external
beam radiation so he decided to take a holiday from active
treatment and recuperate from the cumulative side effects of
the four failed treatment regimes. Within three months of ending treatment with Casodex AP’s PSA had returned to where it
had been six months earlier, and toward the end of 2017 it was
progressing with a doubling time of about two months. The
Casodex treatment had delayed the progression of PSA values
by about six or seven months.
As shown in Figure 8, by the end of 2017 AP’s PSA level had
climbed to 161 ng/ml. Since there were still were no metastatic sites that were large enough to irradiate, it was obvious that
Androgen Deprivation Therapy could no longer be delayed.
At this point treatment with Firmagon began. Firmagon [Degarelix] works by blocking the release of testosterone into the
patient’s blood stream to the extent that the patient becomes
chemically castrated (testosterone-levels below 15 ng/dl.) The
intent is to prevent the prostate cancer cells from having any
androgen to use for celluar growth.
As the Firmagon therapy began AP discovered that he was
eligible for a trial with a new immunotherapy, Provenge [Sipuleucel-T] Since AP’s prostate cancer had progressed to the

Figure 9 Celeration Chart for PSA and Testosterone levels

Although AP’s cancer did not yet officially meet the criteria
for being considered to be “castrate resistant” (where the PSA
levels are increasing in spite of very low T levels), it was clearly
headed in that direction. After six months of Firmagon injections AP’s PSA levels remained at 4.5 to 5.0 ng/ml. A change in
his treatment protocol was needed.
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Erleada [Apalutimide] is a new medication approved for the
treatment of prostate cancer that has become resistant to
the effects of medications like Firmagon. Like Casodex, Erleada blocks the ability of testosterone to bind to the androgen
receptor. It had previously been used in conjunction with a
testosterone suppressing medication like Firmagon. However,
based on the effectiveness already seen with Casodex, AP and
his oncologist managed to get approval for using Erleada as a
monotherapy.
Although it is not possible to make generalizations based on
only four data points, the results after four months of treatment with Erleada alone are truly dramatic. AP’s last three PSA
levels all fell below the 0.2 ng/ml level used as a guideline for
a successful treatment. In addition, the jump in AP’s T-levels to
twice his pretreatment test results was unanticipated and resulted in an improved quality of life, as well as less deleterious
side effects.
One potential criticism of interpreting the low PSA readings in
Figure 9 as being the results of Erleada is that they could have
been due to the confounding effect of Provenge. However, in
clinical trials, Provenge has not been found to produce such a
dramatic drop in PSA levels.
Another potential criticism is that the start of Erleada was not
accompanied by a long enough period of no treatment to
establish a new baseline against which to evaluate its effectiveness. Instead Erleada was started only two months after
Firmagon was discontinued.

Figure 10 AP’s Celeration Chart for 2011 - 2018

However, it is possible to consider AP’s entire treatment history
as providing a “retrospective baseline.” This type of single-subject study was first described by Houtler and Rosenberg [21]
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as an alternative to prospective baselines that delay the onset of effective treatment. Such retrospective designs have
frequently been used in medical studies where treatment is
preceded by a review of the patient’s chart to gather evidence
that previous treatments have been ineffective. In this case we
have contemporaneous evidence that 5 previous treatments
have been ineffective, using evidence that had been analyzed
extensively prior to the start of Erleada. Rather than lacking an
appropriate baseline, AP’s treatment with Erleada can be considered to be an example where multiple baselines, obtained
across different experimental conditions, were used to evaluate its effectiveness. Johnson and Pennypacker [22] provide
numerous illustrations showing how such designs can be as
effective in drawing valid conclusions about the effectiveness
of a particular treatment.
It is too early to determine if it will be possible to maintain
such low PSA levels together with normal testosterone levels.
However, AP’s graphic record provides objective indicators
that are specific to his treatment history and that can be used
to answer that question. As we noted previously, when AP’s
cancer is aggressively growing, it has had very short doubling
times. A return to such a growth rate would clearly be a warning sign that treatment was no longer working, regardless of
the absolute values of PSA test results.
However, as we saw in the data from the 28-day experiment,
sometimes PSA values exhibit a slower but sustained growth
pattern. If this proves to be the case with AP’s current status,
a “trigger point” could be set for a decision to add an additional medication. For example, a decision might be delayed
until PSA test results returned to a level of 5 ng/ml, where they
plateaued when AP was taking Firmagon. It is important to
emphasize that these criteria can and should be specified in
advance, combining medical advice, the patient’s willingness
to take risks, and the patient’s past treatment history. In this
way a graph of the outcome data, such as the Celeration Chart,
becomes a focal point for treatment planning, not something
that is only used to evaluate earlier treatment decisions. This
case study is a classic example of data-based clinical decision-making: using available data to generate ideas [a testable
hypothesis], leading to treatment decisions, [an experiment],
which is then evaluated by using the data gathered to determine the success or failure of the treatment.
Unfortunately, PSA levels cannot be solely used as a treatment
guide since Bryce et. al. [23] report that about seven percent
of the patients with castrate-resistant prostate cancer studied
(65/872) showed no evidence of rising PSA levels even though
radiological evidence of progression was present. Howev-
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er, as previously noted, PSA test results were never intended
to replace more direct measures of tumor activity. There is
some evidence that “liquid biopsies” which use blood samples
from patients with metastatic prostate cancer to quantify the
amount of circulating tumor cells that have detached themselves from the primary tumor [24,25] may provide an additional outcome measure which can be used together with PSA
test results.

SUMMARY
By making allowance for routine variation a Process Behavior
Chart allows us to definitively say if and when a change has
occurred in PSA levels. This helps to avoid interpreting each
small swing in the PSA values as a signal when it is just “noise.”
At the same time, the Process Behavior Chart is sensitive to
those early signals of growth that the various complex methods of computing doubling times cannot detect.
When we have definite indications that cancer is present and
growing, the Celeration Chart allows us to characterize that
rate of growth. Using the Celeration Chart alone you do not
have the filtration provided by the Process Behavior Chart.
However, due to the exponential growth that is characteristic
of active prostate cancer, we prefer to use the Celeration Chart
to view the whole progression of values that can often cover
several orders of magnitude. Together the Process Behavior
Chart and the Celeration Chart provide a complete package
that is easy to implement and understand without resorting
to complex algorithms and software programs. Each value can
be plotted as a point, and the very act of plotting the points
is itself an act of analysis. This enables clinical data to be used
with the logic of the scientific method in single-subject studies. This in turn facilitates a collaborative relationship between
patient and doctor that allows the patient to become part of
the treatment team rather than merely being the object of
treatment.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Instructions for Using PSA Worksheets available to download
at: https://www.oncogen.org/PSA-Worksheets.pdf
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